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MUNICH OFFICE
Description
Travelling by air

Travelling by car
VIA A8 FROM NORTH
From Autobahn A8 at the exit leading to Eschenried/
München transfer to A99. Keep right at the junction, continue on A99 and follow the signage to Salzburg/A8/München-Ost. At München-Nord interchange (in sighting distance of Allianz Arena) take one of the two righternmost
lanes, following the signage to A9. Go on A9 and follow
it further southwards, passing Frankfurter Ring. Take one
of the two leftmost lanes, taking exit 76 to Mittlerer Ring/
München-Ost. Follow B2R (Schenkendorfstr.) until it is
renamed Isarring, cross the river Isar, further following
the course of the road. After crossing the S-Bahn tracks
turn right onto Berg-am-Laim-Str., cross the tracks a
second time and turn right onto Grillparzerstr. After
450m turn right onto Einsteinstr. – the next branch right
is Bothestr. You‘ll find our offices on the right side of the
first crossing coming your way.
VIA A8 FROM SOUTH
From A8 pass München-Süd interchange, further on to
Unterhaching. Continue going along A8, further following
the course of the road. You‘ll leave the Autobahn, but still
follow the course of the road – in the inner city it is renamed Rosenheimer Straße. On Orleansstraße junction
turn to the right, pass Ostbahnhof and follow Orleansstr.
for one kilometer folgen, continuing on Grillparzerstraße.
After 450m turn right onto Einsteinstr. – the next branch
right is Bothestr. You‘ll find our offices on the right side
of the first crossing coming your way.

SOLCOM GmbH

Depending on traffic, a cab ride from the airport takes
approximately 30 minutes. The fare will be about 40
Euros. You can also reach us from the airport by public transport. To do this, take S-Bahn S8 to Herrsching,
exiting at Leuchtenbergring (which will take you roughly 30 minutes). At arrival you‘ll leave the station facing
northwards, to Leuchtenbergring, which you‘ll follow to
Einsteinstr. junction. After going along Einsteinstr. for
one block, you turn left to Bothestr., where you‘ll find our
offices on the left side of the first crossing along the way.

Travelling by public transport
At the central station, you‘ll take either S-Bahn line 2 to
Erding, line 4 to München-Trudering, line 6 to Ebersberg or
line 8 to Flughafen, exiting at Leuchtenbergring (which will
take you roughly 30 minutes). At arrival you‘ll leave the
station facing northwards, to Leuchtenbergring, which
you‘ll follow to Einsteinstr. junction – turn left onto it.
After going along Einsteinstr. for one block, you turn left
to Bothestr., where you‘ll find our offices on the left side
of the first crossing along the way.
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